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À The Rechenkraft.net e.V. Organisation
Rechenkraft.net e.V. (RKN) [1] is Germany’s and the
world’s first non-profit organisation to foster educa-
tion, science and research through the use of Dis-
tributed Computing (DC).
RKN was founded in 2005 by Michael H.W. We-
ber out of the prior existing German DC commu-
nity “Rechenkraft.net“. Throughout the years RKN’s
community has grown into Germany’s first address
for DC volunteers for support and exchange of knowl-
edge.
Today, RKN e.V. counts 70 registered members and
has a yearly budget of about e 3,000. With this
budget, additional private donations and 100% vol-
unteer work, RKN e.V. is running two own scientific
DC projects: RNA World [2] and Yoyo@home [3].

RKN’s Knowledge-Base

The knowledge-base offered by the society and com-
munity RKN is based on a MediaWiki installation
and provides detailed descriptions of a huge variety of
DC and distributed thinking (DT) projects. Though
the prior language of the wiki is German, most of the
pages and project descriptions are already translated
into English and Brazilian Portuguese.

RKN’s Community

The non-profit organisation RKN as well as its sup-
porting community and team mainly communicate
through the extensive message board.

Á Distributed Computing
DC is utilising unused processor cycles of volun-
teer’s computers by offering scientists a cheap and
easy-to-use virtual supercomputer. There are vari-
ous applications that run within this volunteer grid.
The first projects to mention utilising volun-
teer distributed computing are SETI@home, Fold-
ing@home and Distributed.net.

Â BOINC

The Berkeley Open Infrastructure for Network
Computing (BOINC) [4] is the most widely used
framework for building DC grids.
It offers a well-documented server-side software to
set up and maintain a DC project with its applica-
tions, tasks and jobs.
Additionally, it offers an easy-to-use user client for
the most common platforms (Windows, *NIX &
Mac at 32bit & 64bit on Intel & AMD CPUs).

Ã Statistics
BOINC projects only:
Number of projects: > 130
Number of volunteers: > 2.3 mio
Number of hosts: > 6.7 mio
Avg. Computing Power: > 5.5 PetaFLOPS

For comparison:
Europe’s fastest civil supercomputer as of 11/2011
has a peak computing power of ∼ 1 PetaFLOPS.
(HERMIT, Stuttgart, D) [5]

Ä DC Projects Operated by Rechenkraft.net e.V.
RNA World

RNA World uses the computers of volunteers to sys-
tematically identify known RNA families in newly
sequenced genomes in order to derive medically-
relevant information from the acquired results.

Yoyo@home

Set up in 2006 as a leisure project by RKN member
Uwe Beckert in order to get to know the server-side
of BOINC, the project grew to an umbrella project
for various small applications of mathematics, cryp-
tography, particle physics and evolution theory.

Å Some DC Projects
Disease Control

AIDS, Malaria, Cancer and other well known or ne-
glected diseases are targets for various DC projects
as Malaria Control, FightAIDS@home or Help Con-
quer Cancer.

Climate Models

Run by UK’s Meteorological Office and Oxford Uni-
versity, CPDN uses recent climate models and al-
gorithms to simulate tomorrow’s climate, which is
validated by repredicting yesterday’s climate based
on the same computational assumptions.

Screensaver of Climateprediction’s client

Earthquake Detection

With accelerometers as build in hard disk drives to
detect a free fall from the desk down to the floor,
the Quake Catcher Network (QCN) has build up a
world-wide grid of cheap earthquake detectors.

Cryptography

Prime numbers and factorization of big numbers
into their prime factors play a huge role in cryp-
tography on which not only the secure transmission

of credit card numbers within online-shops is based.
Projects to mention are PrimeGrid, OGR and ECM.

Protein Folding & Design

The screensaver of Rosetta@home

DC projects as Folding@home, Rosetta@home and
POEM@home concentrate on protein design, simu-
lation of protein folding pathways and the prediction
of protein structures.

Physics

Though SETI@home is probably the most famous
DC project, Einstein@home has already discovered
a dozen radio pulsars with the help of their volun-
teers.

Einstein@home discovery plot of first radio pulsar discovered
by volunteers. Source: AEI Hannover
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